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Employers Action Taken Report, 2020-2021: 

In my opinion Teachers strength is not sufficient. But proposal for sectioning more teaching post were placed before the Higher Education Department. The Department sectioned only a few numbers of posts and that have been filled up ma,intaining Government rules. In addition to that, to fill up the remaining vacant post, requisition to fill up the vacancy of Faculties have been placed to the College Service Commission, Govt. of West Ben~P.i 
Regarding faculty members, suggestions and opportunities hr.v1~ been provided to promote their efficiency. A good number of Faculties have been released to participate the International and National seminar and workshop, FDP and Orientation Course~. 
To increase the number of Non-teaching employees, appropri .. ~:;: raasseurs have been taken. As a result Nine numbers of Non-teaching posts of different categc-r:cs were sectioned by the Higher Education Department. Accordingly process of recruitment h~d stated and Viva voce was held during the month of February - March, 2020. But as a Write-!~ :ition was filed by a candidate in Kolkata High Court, the rest process of recruitment is yet to be ccrnpleted. 
However to provide the service to the stake holder some Casual employees have been engaged to dispose the day to day activities. During last few years Research a.11d development activities have been encourage and good number of research have been co1np!eted and some of the faculties obtained PhD Degree. Proper efforts have been under taken by the institute /Teachers for development of soft skills. Blended mood of teaching and le~.::-iing have been introduced and it has been decided to promote the scope of employability t!1rough the process of carrier counseling. Considering the status of preparatory and co1!Jtructive planning, hopefully the College will achieve all along development both in teaching learning and infrastructure within a 
short time. 
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